Rally
Judge Mr. Ronald V. Horn

Novice A Class.


Novice B Class


Rally Intermediate Class.


Rally Advanced A Class.

Rally Advanced B Class.


Rally Excellent B Class.

Rally Excellent B Class (cont’d)
3 - 85.0 3 - CH TILTED KILT SKINNY DIP PCD BN RN

Rally Master Class.

1 - 86.0 - TILTED KILT O'RYLEE LASS PCD BN RE MXP MJP OFP TK. RN260353/02. 11/05/2013. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder: Cathrine C DePriest & Charlotte & Gordon Ware. By Gch Ch Ottermask Prime Suspect At Charbo-Ch Tilted Kilt Blues At Sunrise JE. **Owner:** Martha Park.